About Team
SanJose
Team San Jose (TSJ) is a 501c(6) nonprofit economic
development organization. Formed in 2004, Team San
Jose serves as the facility manager and operator of six
city‑owned venues: the San Jose McEnery Convention
Center, California Theatre, Center for the Performing
Arts, Montgomery Theater, San Jose Civic, and South Hall.
Within this management role, Team San Jose operates a
catering company – providing food and beverage services
to all our managed venues. More recently, Team San Jose
also became a UPS Store franchisee opening and running
a location within the San Jose McEnery Convention Center.
Team San Jose also acts as the official destination marketing
organization for San Jose – under the name of Visit San Jose.
The company’s sole focus is on enhancing the vitality of
the city’s economy and cultural life through the stimulus of
travel and tourism to San Jose.
Since its inception, Team San Jose has been a unique
model for the meetings industry, convening and leveraging
community partnerships to help drive results. These
partnerships start with the board of directors – a mix of
business interests that intersect with the meetings and
travel industry of San Jose: arts partners, hotels, organized
labor, and the business community leaders. Within the
venues, Team San Jose has assembled a staff of experienced

hospitality professionals – allowing for the organization to
seamlessly manage facility operations, food and beverage
offerings, and technology services. This vertically integrated
approach provides a rich experience that differentiates the
San Jose McEnery Convention Center from similar properties
and has made San Jose a top choice for Silicon Valley’s
discerning tech clientele.
The spirit of partnership also extends to Team San Jose’s
efforts in promoting San Jose as a leisure destination –
under the Visit San Jose brand. Working in close partnership
with the Office of Economic Development, the organization
developed a cohesive brand that aligns the look, feel,
and messaging for both travel promotion and economic
development. In marketing the city, Visit San Jose has also
forged extensive creative partnerships with small business,
arts organizations, and the creative community of the city to
help shine a light on the unique and captivating stories that
make San Jose a wonderful city to both live in and visit.
This report will highlight the many activities Team San Jose
has pursued in 2018 to enhance visitation and contribute to
the economic vitality of San Jose.

TEAM SAN JOSE ADVOCACY PRIORITIES

1 | Securing the South Hall Site

DEAR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES,
We are honored to present the 2018 Team San Jose Annual Report. Even though Team San
Jose operates on a fiscal year that runs from July to June, since 2015 we have observed the
calendar year in compiling statistics for our annual report. This practice has allowed us to
ensure that all facts and figures are fully audited and verified. It also allows us to sync our
reporting to our annual meeting in June.
We are pleased to report that Team San Jose had another great year in 2018. We welcomed
over 1.43 million attendees to the venues we manage. Those attendees spent over $130
million in San Jose hotels, restaurants, shops and attractions. The events within Team San
Jose managed venues generated $61.7 million in revenue and earned $16.8 million in gross
operating profit. Team San Jose managed this while maintaining a customer satisfaction rate
of 98% amongst clients that organized meetings, conferences, and events in the Team San
Jose managed facilities.
While we are extremely proud of our accomplishments in driving increased economic
vitality and activity to San Jose, Team San Jose is continually focused on ensuring that the
development within the destination is complimentary to the continued growth of the tourism
and events industry. In 2018, our board of directors identified three key advocacy priorities
for the continued growth and success of the organization and the destination.
Team San Jose is especially thankful for the wonderful support of the City staff and elected
officials, as well as the many community partner organizations that assist in our work.
None of this would be possible without the great dedication of our Board of Directors and
the tireless efforts and expertise of the Team San Jose staff. We look forward to continued
success and partnership in 2019!

KAROLYN KIRCHGESLER

MICHAEL E. FOX, JR.

CH IE F E XE CU TIVE OFFICER

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

With the disbandment of California’s redevelopment
agencies in 2012, the long-term future of the current site
of South Hall was put into question. The site is a vital piece
of real-estate as it represents the sole remaining parcel
for future expansion of the San Jose McEnery Convention
Center. The City of San Jose was able to secure the site and
designate it for this purpose – ensuring that San Jose’s
bustling convention business will have room to expand.

2 | Maintaining Event Access to the
San Jose Civic
With planned development occurring adjacent to the
San Jose Civic, Team San Jose has been diligently working
with the City of San Jose to ensure that we are able to
accommodate the event production needs of the concert
promoters and high-tech clients that utilize the venue
both during construction and moving into the future. This
advocacy point remains a work in progress as impacts to
the accessibility of the San Jose Civic loom on the horizon.

3 | evolving the customer experience at the
SJCC Garage
Team San Jose has been advising and assisting the
Department of Transportation in implementing upgrades
to the technology and services available at the San
Jose Convention Center Garage. We continue to have
meaningful dialog with our partners at the City to
envision and enact new enhancements at the garage to
better and more efficiently serve the visitors to this key
downtown portal.

Economic
Impact

1 in 10 jobs
in San Jose are hospitality jobs –
a larger employment pool than government,
construction or financial services

$61.7 million

17.4% Growth

in revenue generated at the San Jose
Convention and Cultural Facilities

in employment in the travel industry over the
past five years

$16.8 million

1.43 million

in gross operating profit at the San Jose
Convention and Cultural Facilities

attendees visited the San Jose Convention and
Cultural Facilities

Team San Jose has

125 full-time employees
with up to 2,045 people working in our facilities
at any given time

104,000 people
are employed in the San Jose
hospitality industry

$130 Million
spent by attendees at San Jose hotels,
restaurants, and other attractions

For every tax dollar invested in the San Jose
Convention and Cultural Facilities,

$3.28 was returned

$864 Saved
by each San Jose household in taxes last year
due to spending by visitors to San Jose

$289 Million
generated in local taxes by visitors to San Jose

204,976 Room Nights
sold for future years in group business

INCREASED REVENUE STREAMS
Team San Jose’s unique vertically integrated model has been great for San
Jose. By taking lines of business that traditionally are outsourced to third-party
corporations, it allows the revenues generated to flow directly back into the
upkeep and improvement of city owned properties. At the same time, it allows
Team San Jose to deliver continued excellent customer results and flexibility to
our event clients.

KEY REVENUE STREAM GROWTH: 2014 — 2018

revenue

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Food & Beverage

$17,108,386

$19,321,893

$24,157,893

$26,614,939

$28,692,123

Personnel Services

$8,233,825

$9,523,843

$11,272,096

$13,897,525

$17,966,554

Telecommunications/
Audio Visual

$1,092,349

$1,673,156

$2,055,390

$2,233,352

$3,288,077

All Other Revenue

$8,265,925

$8,630,769

$10,083,659

$9,989,890

$11,782,154

Visitor Profile
and Statistics
Part of Team San Jose’s mission is to promote San Jose as a
destination for all travelers. Leisure travelers on vacation,
international tourists, business travelers, and people visiting friends
& family – all are coming to San Jose and Team San Jose utilizes a
variety of research sources to quantify the volume and benefits of
these visits for the City. These include the Global City Travel study
by Tourism Economics, a division of Oxford Economics, and the
Travel USA Study by Longwoods International. Team San Jose also
utilizes research like travelhorizons wave study to gain insight into
the trends driving consumers’ decision to visit San Jose.

GLOBAL CITY TRAVEL

Top Overseas Markets (by visits)
Japan (68.5K)

973,500

China (49.4K)

International Visitors
in 2018

Brazil (40.0K)
Australia (35.0K)
UK (31.7K)
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Top Overseas Markets (by spend)

$856.3M

Japan ($120.3M)

in International
Visitor Spending
in 2018

China ($115.7M)
Australia ($60.3M)
Brazil ($53.7M)
India ($42.0M)
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Spend PEr Trip
China ($2,341)

South Korea ($1,845)

Canada ($508)

India ($1,927)

Japan ($1,755)

Mexico ($321)

Australia ($1,721)

LONGWOODS TRAVEL U.S.A. STUDY*

travelhorizons™ WAVE STUDY

Domestic Travelers

19.1 Million Trips

48% of overnight visits
originating in california**

6.2M overnight trips
12.9M day trips

San Francisco Bay Area (14%)
Los Angeles (17%)

$1.77 Billion in domestic
visitor spending
$956M in overnight trips
$814M in day trips

Top out-of-state Markets
New York, NY (5%)
Chicago, IL (3%)
Portland, OR (3%)
Dallas – Fort Worth, TX (2%)

Awareness and Perception of san Jose
as a Vacation Destination
Over half of adults are at least somewhat aware of San Jose as
a travel destination
Awareness is highest amongst Millennials (38%) and
Gen X (32%) and then decreases with age. The Gen X awareness
is significantly higher than in the previous year (26% in 2017)
Amongst travelers aware of San Jose as a vacation destination,
71% have positive perceptions while 7% have negative
perceptions
■ ■ Highest positive perceptions are also Millennials (75%) and
Gen X (73%)

2017 DEMOGRAPHICS OF OVERNIGHT VISITORS
"San Jose visitors tend to be…"

Younger

Interest in visiting San Jose within the
next two years

AGES 18–34
San Jose (48%), U.S. Avg. (33%)

Nearly one quarter (23%) of U.S. adults are interested in visiting
San Jose within the next two years

Wealthier
HOUSEHOLD INCOME $100K+
San Jose (25%), U.S. Avg. (21%)

Interest in visiting is highest with Millennials (36%) and decreases
with age
High income households making $150k or more are also
interested (33%)

Better Educated
POSTGR ADUATE DEGREE
San Jose (26%), U.S. Avg. (23%)

■ ■ Highest positive perception by household income is amongst
households with $150k+ (79%)

COLLEGE GR ADUATE
San Jose (42%), U.S. Avg. (41%)

Most cited reasons for interest in visiting San Jose are:
■ ■ Its Silicon Valley location (45%)

*Longwoods publishes the Travel USA Study every July for the previous year. Therefore, the figures referenced
here are for calendar year 2017.
**California State Average is 72% of visits originating in California

■ ■ Outdoor adventures (41%)
■ ■ Cultural offerings (41%)

Selling
SanJose
TEAM SAN JOSE'S SALES TEAM BRINGS
BUSINESS TO SILICON VALLEY
From Fortune 500 tech companies, to major sporting
events, to festivals, and comic book conventions – the
San Jose Convention and Cultural Facilities host them
all. These events drive revenues not only directly to the
facilities, but into businesses throughout the community.
Hotels, restaurants, nightlife, shopping, attractions,
and many different service providers all gain business
from these events. Likewise, within the facilities – chefs,
banquet servers, registration personnel, audio visual
technicians, production and craft laborers are amongst the
thousands of jobs that are directly employed to bring these
events to fruition.
To help attract these events and their valuable spending
to the city, Team San Jose employs a highly trained team of
eleven meetings and events sales managers. Depending
on the type of event – the sales process can take years
to take a prospective client from a first coffee to bringing
thousands of attendees to San Jose.

The sales staff need to not only sell potential clients on the
capabilities of the San Jose McEnery Convention Center,
but also partner with their counterparts at local San Jose
hotels to meet the necessary room night demand for outof-town visitors.
Competition for these events can be fierce. With some
organizations relying on their events to generate upwards
of 75% of their revenue – ensuring the right fit with a
prospective hosting city is paramount. The Team San Jose
sales staff must also be capable of selling San Jose as a
great leisure travel destination so that event planners
can be confident that attendees will have not only a great
conference during the day – but an outstanding afterhours experience.
In 2018, the Team San Jose sales staff booked a total of
nearly 205,000 hotel room nights for all future years.
They hosted and attended 40 events and tradeshows,
leading to 2,145 separate interactions with potential clients.

HITTING THE ROAD
Industry Tradeshows Attended by Team San Jose in 2018

Events

Month

Location

Smart Meetings - Northern CA

Jan

San Francisco, CA

PCMA Annual Meeting

Jan

Nashville, TN

DMAI Destination Showcase DC

Feb

Washington, DC

MPI NCC Annual Conference

Feb

San Francisco, CA

Experient Envision

Mar

Detroit, MI

Connect California

Mar

Lake Tahoe, CA

CalSAE Annual

Mar

Monterey, CA

Conference Direct Annual Partner Meeting

Mar

Los Angeles, CA

XDP

Apr

National Harbor, MD

All Things Meetings - San Francisco

Apr

San Francisco, CA

NASC Sports Event Symposium

Apr

Minneapolis, MN

HelmsBriscoe Annual Business Conference

May

Orlando, FL

PCMA Education Conference

Jun

Cleveland OH

MPI WEC

Jun

Indianapolis, IN

IPW

Jun

Denver, CO

All Things Meetings - Silicon Valley

July

Santa Clara, CA

CEMA Summit

July

Rancho Palos Verdes, CA

Cvent Connect

July

Las Vegas, NV

ASAE Annual Meeting

Aug

Chicago, IL

Connect MarketPlace ( Sports, Corporate, Association)

Aug

Salt Lake City, UT

Smart Meetings Texas

Sept

Austin, TX

Connect Tech

Oct

Las Vegas, NV

IMEX

Oct

Las Vegas, NV

All Thigns Meetings - Oakland

Nov

Oakland, CA

Connect Pacific Northwest

Nov

Seattle, WA

AMEX InterAction

Dec

San Diego, CA

CalSAE Seasonal Spectacular

Dec

Sacramento, CA

Connect DC

Dec

Washington, DC

Holiday Showcase

Dec

Chicago, IL

Expert Advice
2019 TEAM SAN JOSE CLIENT ADVISORY BOARD
Team San Jose is continually seeking to improve and refine the services and products offered to event
planners. Our Client Advisory Board is a collection of seasoned event industry professionals that
meet twice a year to give input on best practices and feedback on product development. In between
meetings, the board also serves as a valuable resource for staff to quickly gain insights into emerging
trends that impact our customers.
HELEN BROSNAN
Senior Manager – Events,
Intiuit, Inc.

ERIK A BRUNKE
Head of the
Grove, Google
Experience Center,
Google

KIMBERLY COERR
Senior Meetings
Program Manager,
CLEO Management

LAURIE DALTON WHITE
Chief Executive Officer,
Conferences for Women

CORY FR ANSWAY
Director,
Strategic Accounts,
Experient

JUSTINE FRIEDMAN
Event Sourcing Specialist,
The Linux Foundation

MARCO GALLO
Global Events Director,
Western Digital
Technologies, Inc.

NADINE GEORGE
Senior Corporate
Events Manager,
Visa, Inc.

SAR A JONES
Head of Operations,
Data 2.0, Inc.

JEFF K AHN
Senior Accout/Event
Contracts Manager,
SPIE

AMY MACKRETH
VP, Global Events and
Field Marketing ,
Databricks

FRED MOXLEY
Senior Meetings Manager,
Association of the
Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation

ROBERT NOLEN
Event Operations
Director,
UBM, LLC

KELLEY SCHMIDT
Event Manager,
FNtech

CHARLENE SMITH
Americas
Region Manager,
CISCO

WENDY STEVENS
Meetings/Exhibits
Manager,
Talley Management Group

JACQUELINE YEPEZ
Director – Events,
Proofpoint

A SPECIAL THANK YOU FOR THE YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE FOLLOWING CLIENT
ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS WHO RETIRED OFF THE BOARD IN JANUARY 2019:
HUNTER CLEMENS

SHERYL HUYNH

LORI LUNA

JAMAL HAGEB

LISA KR ASS

BRIAN SANTOR

TIM WHEELER

<

Singing About
SanJose

CLIENT ADVISORY BOARD MEMBERS (L TO R):
Tim Wheeler, Robert Nolan, Lisa Beverly and Fred Moxley

Visit San Jose is always looking for new and unique opportunities to promote
the City by highlighting creative innovators, capturing stunning video and
photography, and hosting travel media and the new influencers who dominate
on social media.
This past year, we were fortunate to find a very special talent and with that, an
opportunity to promote San Jose in a way that we haven’t been able to do before
through the eyes of a young artist. Grace Kelly is a 16-year-old talented singersongwriter hailing from Auckland, New Zealand. While she lives half-a-world
away, she spent time during her formative years growing up in San Jose and
still has many fond memories. When Visit San Jose learned she had written and
recorded a new song about her love of San Jose – we reached out to see what we
could do together.
The result was a destination/music video featuring Grace in San Jose enjoying
her memories in many of her favorite San Jose spots. The Visit San Jose team will
utilize the video as a vehicle to get more attention for San Jose, whether it be
through ad buys and campaigns, social media posts, or even promoting the song
to radio and music video stations to reach new audiences. We love the catchy
vibe of the song and the natural beauty and joy captured in the cinematography.
For San Jose lovers, it’s almost impossible to watch the video without smiling!

SINGER-SONGWRITER GRACE KELLY

>

Marketing
SanJose
WEBSITE ENHANCEMENTS AND ORIGINAL
CONTENT UNIQUE TO SAN JOSE
As San Jose is the heart of Silicon Valley, the Visit San Jose website
needs to deliver a great user experience. This past year, Visit San Jose’s
marketing team incorporated updates that optimized speed, increased
mobile responsiveness, and added new visual content.
Also in 2018, Visit San Jose’s Marketing team continued to focus on
innovation and change by shifting to an original content production
model for both the website and our social media channels. Today,
more content is produced-in house. Internally produced video,
blog content and photography help Visit San Jose craft messages
that speak to our targeted audiences with very little turn-around
time. The goal is to tell San Jose’s stories and thus, to inspire travel
writers to feature us, educate meeting planners on our offerings, and
encourage visitors to experience all our city has to offer.

SHOP SAN JOSE
The introduction of the City of San Jose’s new trademark was a huge
hit. Citizens and visitors snatched up any merchandise that
featured the new mark. To continue to grow this audience and
to further foster City pride, in partnership with the City of
San Jose, we launched Shop San Jose. The shop opened
on our website during the holiday shopping season and
features logoed T-shirts, hoodies, hats and stickers.
While Shop San Jose’s online store continued to
evolve, Visit San Jose placed merchandise in brick
and mortar locations too. Items are currently
being offered at the San Jose McEnery Convention
Center and at Hudson News stores in Mineta
San Jose International Airport. Visit San Jose
continues to work with local, small businesses to
grow retail sales.
Most importantly, this initiative created a
new revenue stream for Team San Jose, as all
revenue goes into Visit San Jose’s destination
marketing efforts.

REACHING THE CHINA MARKET
Visit San Jose partnered with Brand USA and Visit California to bring leading Chinese
Influencer Jessica Beinecke to California. Jessica is a well-known personality on Chinese social
media. She inspires her millennial followers to travel with American city tours, and provides
lessons in Western culture and customs, and popular slang – all in fluent Mandarin.
Last year, Jessica’s U.S. destination videos were viewed over 100M times in China.
Visit San Jose’s videos are currently running in China.

DEVELOPING NEXTGEN
DESTINATION MARKETERS
Visit San Jose partnered with the Lobo School
of Innovation to teach their 7th grade class
the importance of travel and to discuss the
positioning, “What makes San Jose unique?”.
We spent an afternoon with the students to help
them discover the key elements of a successful
tourism video. The students were then tasked to
create a tourism video of their own. Visit San Jose
featured the winning video on our social media
channels, generating 4.2K views, 88 reactions and
49 shares.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
In 2018, Visit San Jose hosted 22 media and secured travel and
destination press coverage in top traditional publications such as The
Los Angeles Times and West Jet Magazine. In addition, Visit San Jose
traveled to New York City for in-person desk side appointments to develop
stories and establish relationships with travel writers and editors.
Last year, there was a strategic shift to dive into digital influencer
storytelling. The goal was to showcase positive authentic travel experiences
through customized content creation. Visit San Jose hosted well-known digital
influencers that focused on family travel, food and millennial experiences.
Each digital influencer received a tailored, customized trip that fit their brand
aesthetic with the hopes of boosting audience engagement. With each post
or mention, Visit San Jose interacted with their followers, gaining multiple
touchpoints of influence through these online interactions.
Visit San Jose hosted a second, in-destination “San Jose Michelin All-Star” event
at Adega restaurant. The event brought together 19 traditional media writers,
industry content creators, and digital influencers representing Sunset Magazine,
Forbes Online, Money Magazine and Sing Tao Daily.

Setting
the Stage
The four theaters managed by Team San Jose play a vital role in attracting
visitors to downtown and enriching the lives of residents. 2018 was another
wildly successful year for the California Theatre, Center for the Performing Arts,
Montgomery Theater, and San Jose Civic. The theaters hosted a combined 544
performances and special events, attracting over 511,400 attendees who spent
nearly $11 million in local restaurants, shops, and businesses. The theaters
are home to critical local performing arts groups including: Children’s Musical
Theater, Opera San Jose, and Symphony Silicon Valley. Team San Jose’s long
running partnership with Nederlander Broadway, Broadway San Jose, has
made the Center for the Performing Arts a featured stop for touring national
productions. This year’s Broadway San Jose productions included hits like
Chicago, The King and I, and Rent.
However, no venue in Team San Jose’s management portfolio had a more
eventful year than the San Jose Civic. In 2018, the Civic completed a five-year
naming rights agreement with City National Bank. The revenues generated from
the agreement were utilized to help complete the Civic’s nearly decade long, $25
million renovation that saw upgrades to lights, sound-systems, backstage areas,
concessions and audience seating areas amongst many other things. Also, a
major focus of the upgrade was the loading dock. Ease of access for clients to go
straight from the dock onto the stage helped to turn the San Jose Civic into one
of the most artist friendly venues on the West Coast.

These improvements paid dividends. In 2018, the San Jose
Civic hosted 84 events, attended by 163,615 patrons. That
represents a 39% increase in attendance over a three-year
period. Nationally recognized artists like Jackson Browne, Il
Divo, David Byrne, Ringo Star, and Greta Van Fleet all played
the venue in 2018. The San Jose Civic has also established
itself as a major ancillary venue for large tech conferences
at the San Jose McEnery Convention Center with either large
general sessions or unique after hour events occurring
within its walls. Local tech companies like Facebook, Apple,
Intuit, Oculus, and Google have all utilized the space within
larger events that they have held in San Jose. In fact, the
total business of the large tech conferences that utilize the
San Jose Civic as part of their campus package is over $20
million in revenues annually. With the renovations complete,
both concert and special event business picking up, and
the naming rights deal matured - 2019 marked the perfect
time to embrace a rebrand to bring the building back to its
historic moniker: the San Jose Civic.

New developments on the block also represent new
opportunities and challenges for the Civic. The City has
worked diligently to bring the new Museum Place project to
market. Team San Jose has been collaborating with the City
to pro-actively address potential impacts to client access to
the Civic loading docks both during construction and after
the new project opens. In partnership, Team San Jose and
the City have identified solutions that will help the Civic
remain a viable events venue and are actively implementing
strategies to mitigate and minimize any potential impacts
to business.
Museum Place represents a transformational project that
will help to accelerate the growth of Downtown San Jose
and add vibrancy to the Convention and Cultural campus.
Team San Jose remains committed to working with the City
and the developers of that project to find a way to realize
the full potential of Museum Place while ensuring the San
Jose Civic continues to enhance its standing as a premiere
West Coast concert and events venue.

Changing
the Conversation
Few things are as integral to the experience of travel
as cuisine. This is especially true for events – food and
beverage offerings are a key component of any successful
convention, conference, concert, or banquet. Since taking
food and beverage in-house in 2009, Team San Jose has
continually improved on the quality of its offerings to event
planners. This has driven revenues from $10.3 million in
2009 to $28.7 million in 2018. While increasing profitability,
Team San Jose has consistently evolved the sophistication
and richness of its offerings – giving clients an unparalleled
level of quality and variety.
Under the leadership of Director of Food and Beverage,
James M.K. Te’o, Team San Jose has assembled a culinary
team with unmatched experience. Professionals bring
experience from top luxury resort hotels and Michelin
starred restaurants to exceed the expectations of clients
around what is possible at a convention center.

“Our purpose here is to change the conversation –
to use our food and beverage offerings as a means
to both elevate an event and to draw the client to
experience the rich diversity of San Jose.”
– JAMES M.K. TEO, Director of Food and Beverage

For the culinary team, Executive Chef Mike Doyle tailors
food to the specifics of an event. 86% of all menus are
created from scratch. The team leverages not only the
varied professional experiences of the staff, but the rich
and diverse cultural backgrounds to deliver authentic
recipes on a global scale while favoring fresh, seasonal and
locally sourced ingredients. Executive Sous Chef, Vivian
Hussein, also brings her passion for pastry to the table with
exceptional baked fare.
The food is complimented by an equally robust beverage
program. Whether it is wine, craft cocktails, or craft beer
– the team seeks to compliment the flavors of the food
while celebrating the bounty of local options found in the
Bay Area. Director of Beverages & Concessions, Jennifer
Goodson, uses her extensive experience and passion for
mixology to match Te’o’s knowledge as a sommelier. The
result is a beverage program that seamlessly pairs local
wineries and breweries with world-class cocktail technique
in perfect harmony with the food offerings.

Finally, Director of Banquets, Erin Weldon, leads the team to
ensure that service meets the highest standards. Through a
dedicated effort to improve processes and train staff, Team
San Jose’s service team delivers unique experiences that
compliment and elevate the event. In the past year, a variety
of different settings have been used to create memorable
experiences: restaurant style service with a menu to order
off of, Russian style service for multi-course VIP banquets,
and even a massive multi-cultural food court for 25,000
daily attendees.
Team San Jose’s food and beverage program continues to
innovate and excel in all areas – changing the conversation
about what is possible at a convention center.

2019–2020
Board of Directors

Team San Jose is overseen by a 19-member Board
of Directors made up of representatives of the
following sectors: hotels, labor, business community
and arts partners. Two liaison seats are held by
representatives of the City.

HOTEL PARTNERS

TANYA FLEMING
Holiday Inn San Jose –
Silicon Valley

BRENT GAINES
Hotel Valencia Santana Row

GARY HAGEMAN
Hilton San Jose

DAN MCGOWAN
Fairmont San Jose

ARTS PARTNERS

LABOR PARTNERS

BILL FAIRWEATHER
IATSE Local 134

ENRIQUE FERNANDEZ
UNITE HERE Local 19

JOHN SOUTHWELL
San Jose Marriott

BEN FIELD
South Bay Labor Council

OWEN MURPHY
Sign and Craft Display
Local 150

ANDREW BALES
Symphony Silicon Valley

BUSINESS COMMUNITY PARTNERS

MICHAEL E. FOX, JR.
Goodwill Industries,
TSJ Chairman of the Board

MICHAEL MULCAHY
SDS NexGen Partners, LP,
TSJ Immediate Past Chair

CHUCK TOENISKOETTER
Toeniskoetter
Development, Inc.

LARRY HANCOCK
Opera San Jose,
TSJ Secretary

DANA ZELL
Children’s Musical Theater

CITY LIAISONS

RU WEER AKOON
Weerakoon Company

STEVE W YMER
eBay, Inc.,
TSJ Treasurer

KERRY ADAMS HAPNER
City of San Jose

R AUL PER ALEZ
Councilmember District 3

2019
Senior
Team

AM SAN JOSE SENIOR TEAM

m San Jose’s commitment to excellence begins with our

Each executive team member brings 20 to 30 years of

O and Senior Team who lead the day-to-day operations.

experience in their respective areas.

Team San Jose is led by a CEO
and executive team of industry
professionals committed to promoting
a culture of excellence.

KAROLYN KIRCHGESLER

JANETTE SUTTON

JOHN LAFORTUNE

CHIEF EX ECU TIVE OFFICER

CHIEF FIN AN CIAL OFFICER

C HI E F O P E R AT I NG O F F I C E R

yn Kirchgesler

Dave Costain

Janette Sutton

Executive Officer

Chief Operating Officer

Chief Financial Officer

MADINA MOORE

LAURA CHMIELEWSKI

EX ECU
TIVE Ponton
VICE PRESIDEN T,
Diana

VICE PRESIDEN
T, M AR KE T I NGMagda Madriz
Laura
Chmielewski

HU MAN RESOU RCES,

Vice President, Sales &

LABOR RELATION S AN D

Destination
Services
LOSS
PREVEN TION

& COMMU N ICATIO NS

Vice President, Marketing Director,
and Communications

Human Resources

